
Germany’sNewHistoric Chance:
‘This TimeWeWillWin!’
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

The following has been edited from Helga Zepp-LaRouche’s of the Soviet Union in five years. Now, the reason why it is
important to review this, is because the people in the East—remarks by telephone on Aug. 15 to an East Coast weekend

cadre school of the LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) in the and Saxony in that sense is part of the East, despite the fact
that Germany is unified—people in the East have experiencedUnited States. Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche is the chairwoman of the

political party, Civil Rights Movement Solidarity (Bürger- already once, that a system can collapse. And that is a funda-
mentally different experience than what people think of, inrechtsbewegung Solidarität, or Büso), and led her party’s

German slate in the June 10-13 European Parliament Western Europe and the United States, and other places,
which did not undergo this change.elections.

In the wake of these elections, in which no party or candi- Now, when Lyn predicted in 1983 that the Soviet Union
would collapse, this was based essentially on two readings,date outside of those associated with Lyndon and Helga

LaRouche had showed any leadership, other than to address two assumptions: 1) that there were inherent reasons, axiom-
atic reasons, why the Communist system would eventuallythe rapidly crashing economy with austerity, befitting Hitler’s

Economics Minister Hjalmar Schacht, Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche collapse. Essentially, it was because of what the Soviet econo-
mist Preobrazhensky, in the 1920s had advocated: namelydetermined to make the Sept. 19 elections in the state of Sax-

ony a national campaign. She deployed her party and the that it was legitimate to do primitive accumulation, against
the people, against the industrial capacity, and against theLaRouche Youth Movement to stop Germany’s Schachtian

“reform,” called Hartz IV, by reviving the Monday demon- infrastructure of the Soviet Union, in order to build up social-
ism in the Soviet Union.strations against the East German communist regime, which

had begun in Saxony’s capital city of Leipzig, by throwing Now, however, you can not loot a system for a long period
of time, without renewing the present operating basis, whichout the alternative of economic development and cultural

optimism. is what primitive accumulation actually does, without caus-
ing, eventually the collapse of such a system. And, that’sShe begins by referring to Lyndon LaRouche’s remarks

the preceding day, in which he traced the history of his fore- exactly that’s we’re looking at today, in terms of the so-called
“globalization.”cast of the direction the international economy would take,

and his interventions to return to a policy of economic devel- But, there was some more imminent reason, that the rejec-
tion of the SDI, as it was proposed by Lyn, was done in favoropment, rather than monetarist speculation and debt strangu-

lation. A central feature of this was his proposal for a ballistic of the famous Ogarkov Plan, which, as we later could confirm,
when the D.D.R. [East Germany] and the Soviet Union hadmissile defense system, what became known as the Strategic

Defense Initiative, based on strategic defense, which develop- collapsed, was actually a plan to take over the world—like a
Soviet version of what the neo-con idea of a world empire is.ment could be shared by the United States and the Soviets, and

end the nuclear terror that had gripped the post-war world. And, then, we correctly identified, that if these two policies
would prevail, namely their refusal to accept Lyn’s and then
subsequently Reagan’s offer, to apply a science-driver princi-So, I will tell you a little bit more today of the same subject,

what Lyn was talking to you about yesterday, because there ple to the Soviet economy, that it would lead to the collapse,
and that the idea of having a military buildup, without theis a whole other dimension to it, which is the way the peaceful

revolution actually happened in 1989. Because you absolutely application of new physical principles and science coming
from the military sector, the Soviet Union would collapse.have to understand that, to appreciate what we are doing today

in Saxony, and why what we are doing in Leipzig, Dresden, Now, in October 1988, when Lyn was making the famous
speech in the Kempinski [Bristol] Hotel in Berlin, alreadyPlauen, and the other cities of Saxony is a direct continuation

of the missed chance of ’89, which we intend to make success- could see very clearly, that at that point, all signs, from a
standpoint of physical economy, pointed in the direction thatful this time.

Now, remember that Lyn was the only one, who, in 1983, the entire economy of the Comecon (which was the name for
the economic union of the Soviet Union and the other Eastafter the whole process of the SDI, had predicted the collapse
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Lyndon and Helga LaRouche
at the Brandenburg Gate in
West Berlin, Oct. 11, 1988. The
next day, Lyndon LaRouche
forecast the early reunification
of Germany—something
nobody else was expecting—
and a little over a year later,
the ugly Wall came down.

European countries), was collapsing. So, he, in this famous because people regarded him as somebody who was a traitor,
selling out to the West, the people in Germany greeted him inspeech, predicted that the Soviet economy would collapse,

and proposed a soon-to-be-had German unification, with Ber- a completely frenzy, yelling “Gorby! Gorby! Gorby!” com-
pletely brainwashed by the media.lin as the capital. And he said: Well, Poland is undergoing

tremendous economic problems, and let’s develop Poland as a That was in June, and already by the end of June, it was
clear that the D.D.R. had tremendous supply difficulties: Theymodel for all of Eastern Europe, through the unified Germany.

Now, this was a very severe moment, because, as you could not deliver the most simple goods, and while people in
the D.D.R. were used to having enormous waiting periods—know, three weeks later, Lyn was basically tried in the “rocket

docket” court in Alexandria, without any due legal process, for example, when you would order a “Trabi,” which was one
of these little D.D.R. cars, totally joke cars, but you had toin something which [former U.S. Attorney General] Ramsey

Clark would later call the biggest legal travesty in American wait 12 years! And then, after 12 years, you got your Trabi,
and you would realize you didn’t have a fifth, spare wheel, orhistory, by condemning Lyn essentially to go to jail to never

come out alive. And Lyn actually did go to jail in January ’89. some other part of the Trabi would be missing. And then you
would stand for another two days in line to get this part, andAnd it is very clear to me, and I have no question in my mind,

that one big component why they wanted to throw Lyn into jail they would close the window where they were selling this
stuff, just as you got there. So, people were used to unbeliev-at that point, was because the Soviet economy was collapsing,

and there were people inside the Soviet Union who actually able supply difficulties—but not like this, where the most
fundamental things started to be not there, in the end of June.knew that; and I’m pretty sure that was also true among those

people who conducted the campaign against Lyn. And it was So, at that point the regime of the D.D.R. came under
tremendous pressure. And when Seiters, who was a Westactually one of the biggest crimes against humanity, to put

Lyn into jail, at a moment when his not being in jail would German politician close to Chancellor Helmut Kohl, went to
East Berlin in the beginning of July, he realized for the veryhave made a huge difference, in terms of his possible impact,

affecting this great historical moment. first time that the D.D.R. economy was about to go bankrupt.

Happy Accidents of HistoryYear of Historic Change
So, that happened in January ’89. Now, ’89 was the year So then, after 40 years of complete dictatorship, some-

thing very strange happened. And this is actually somethingof the big historic change, because that was the year in which
the peaceful revolutions in Eastern Europe started, which you would understand, if you apply Schiller’s idea of history:

namely that man is greater than his destiny, but there can beeventually would sweep away the Communist system, which
had lasted for 70 years. also accidents, which you do not control. Historical processes

are not entirely man-made, but sometimes something hap-Now, in June ’89, Gorbachov came to Germany, and
while Gorbachov was extremely disliked in the Soviet Union, pens, which seemingly doesn’t make any sense. And such a
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strange thing happened in August ’89, where people in the from the D.D.R., called Alexander Schalck-Golodkowski,
met with his West German counterpart, Rudolph Seiters, andEast, who were not allowed to travel West, had accepted that

for decades—all of a sudden, out of the blue, they insisted basically, they said that the D.D.R. was completely bankrupt.
Now, on Nov. 8, I wrote an article, called the “Five-Pointthey wanted to travel to the West.

So, all of a sudden, you had hundreds of refugees, seeking Program for the Development of Poland,” which was the pro-
posal that Kohl and French President François Mitterrandrefuge in the West German embassies in Budapest, in Prague

of Czechoslovakia, and in the permanent diplomatic represen- should immediately go to Moscow, speak openly with the
Soviet leadership, saying, “Look, the Soviet economy is col-tation of West Germany in East Berlin (because there was no

embassy, but just a so-called “permanent representation”), lapsing. People are going hungry. And Germany and France
are offering to help, provided you allow self-determinationwhere, all of a sudden, in the month of August, 130 persons

gathered. for Germany and Poland.” And, that all of this should be put
on the table to avoid bloodshed, and to have a peacefulThen, on Aug. 25, 1989, there was a secret meeting be-

tween West Germany and Hungary, which took place in solution.
Now, in that period, you have to understand, I could notBonn, discussing this refugee crisis, because all these hun-

dreds of refugees were sitting without food, without sanita- even talk with Lyn on the telephone directly, because he could
not speak. He was sitting in jail, in this incredibly importanttion, in the embassy. So, that whole process exploded.

And in September ’89, where the Monday demonstrations moment.
had just started, really beginning of September, to become
sizable. Before it was just some handful of people walking The Day the Wall Came Down

Now, on the same day, Nov. 9, Kohl went to Warsaw.around with candles around St. Nicholas Church in Leipzig.
The so-called New Forum, first civil rights organization, was The same day, 700,000 people gathered at the Monday

demonstration at Leipzig, and 700,000 people gathered infounded in East Berlin. Then the Monday demonstrations
started to pick up a little bit of steam, in September. And, East Berlin.

And then, again, one of these very strange accidents ofthen, on Oct. 6, in 1989, there was the 40-year celebration of
the existence of the D.D.R. The Monday demonstrations had history occurred, because the spokesman for the D.D.R. gov-

ernment, called Günter Schabowski, appeared in a press con-already swelled, to be hundreds of thousands of people.
At that point—you must imagine—on Oct. 6, you had, on ference to announce new travel conditions for people to go to

the West: And this was misunderstood, and misheard, andthe one side 100,000 people in the street, in Leipzig and also
beginning in East Berlin; but, you had the anniversary military misread—and people just misheard it, that this would mean

the opening of the Berlin Wall. And the people were storming,parade of the D.D.R., with gigantic tanks, missiles, army
troops, armored cars, and so forth. And it was on the absolute by the hundreds, by the thousands, in Berlin to the Wall,

climbing the Wall. And the same border control guards, whoedge: Either it would go the military way, or these demonstra-
tions would continue. At that point, Erich Honecker, who previously had the famous order to shoot—and they did shoot

many times, when people tried to cross the Wall—they werewas the head of the D.D.R. government, made the statement,
which later became famous, that “socialism would last at least so flabbergasted and so shocked about the people, and the

news that the Wall would be opened—which it was not! But,another thousand years.” And then, he said, in German and
I’m now translating into English, “Socialism in its course is there was just such confusion, that almost by accident, this

Wall was opened, because nobody dared any more to de-unstoppable, by ox or donkey.” (“Sozialismus in seinem Lauf
halten weder Ochs noch Esel auf.”) fend it.

So, some of you may remember the images, where peopleSo, at that point, in the West, people basically were com-
pletely taken by surprise, because everybody was saying, “the were dancing on the Wall. Relatives who had not seen each

other for years or decades, were crying with joy, falling intowhole idea of a German unification was the lie of the century;
it’s the official goal of German policy, but it will never hap- each others’ arms, and just celebrating and jubilant, that this

process had taken place.pen.” And so, people were completely caught by surprise.
One day later, on Oct. 7, 1989, Gorbachov, who had visited Now, many years later, in July 1998, the German govern-

ment published the secret documents concerning the policyfor this military parade in East Berlin and elsewhere, came to
the conclusion that the [East German communist party] SED in Germany of this period. And this was the documentation

of the secret and confidential files from this period, memoran-leadership was completely unable to reform, and therefore
had to change. Then, about ten days later, on Oct. 18, Hon- dums, notes of telephone calls, and so forth—and this docu-

mentation starts, actually, with the first sentence, that nobodyecker was toppled by the SED leadership, and kicked out—
only 12 days after he had said that socialism would last a in Germany in the Spring of ’89 had any expectation about

the forthcoming German unification. And, what this docu-thousand years.
Now, beginning of November, one of the key negotiators ment also made very clear, is that, at that moment, in ’89,
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The Berlin Wall comes
down in November 1989,
taking the West German
government completely
by surprise. A month
before, East Germany’s
Erich Honecker had
boasted that “socialism
would last at least
another thousand
years.”

Germany was a completely occupied country; that the three he had more moderate advisors, who were somewhat dampen-
ing the influence of Cheney, Rumsfeld, and the neo-cons—Western powers [U.S., Britain, and France] had the last word

in every respect [in West Germany]. That nobody could do Scowcroft, and Eagleburger, and so forth—advised Bush that
if he were against German unification, the United Statesanything sovereign in Germany, but that the Western powers

still regarded Germany as a completely occupied country. would lose any influence in Europe. And therefore, they ad-
vised him to agree to unification, but to induce Germany to
apply a policy of self-containment, to cut Germany down byVicious Campaign To Stop Unification

All right: So, here you had it. The Wall opened. The West self-containment.
And Mitterrand, who was the President of France at thatGerman government was completely caught by surprise. No-

body had any idea what to do. And immediately, the three time, basically also had the policy to prevent unification. But
then, when he realized that it was unstoppable, insisted thatWestern powers started an unbelievable campaign, to prevent

the German unification from happening. Germany had to give up its currency, the deutschemark, and
agree to a European Monetary Union as a way to destroy theMargaret Thatcher, the evil bag lady—she was famous for

having this terrible hand-bag all the time—she was absolutely strong German economy.
Now, remember, in this period, in November ’89, it wasdead-set determined to prevent German unification. And her

minister, with the name of Nicholas Ridley, launched the most completely unclear what would happen. There was no script;
there was nothing fixed. It was completely unknown, andunbelievable “Fourth Reich” campaign against Germany,

saying that, what’s happening now in Germany, all these ef- unclear, what would be the reaction of the Soviet Union.
Would they go in a military way against a peaceful revolu-forts to unite Germany, East and West, were really an effort

to turn Germany into a Fourth Reich. That this was the third tion? What would Honecker do? Would he use the army
against the peaceful demonstration? Would there be vio-time in the 20th Century that Germany would try to gain

dominance over Europe: the first one being the Emperor, the lence? And after all, remember that previous efforts by the
people of Eastern Europe to stand up against the Communistsecond one being Hitler, and now the third one being this.

Which was really unbelievable, because poor Kohl, the Chan- system, were always destroyed in a bloody way: the famous
June 17, 1953 in the D.D.R.; then the famous Hungarian up-cellor at the time: You could say many nasty things about

him, but you could not accuse him of being a new Hitler. heaval in 1956; and actually, the similar idea of the Prague
Spring in 1968, in Czechoslovakia, which each time SovietSo, that was from England.

Then, from the United States, you had Bush Sr., who was tanks had smashed.
So, it was a big question mark: What would happen? Italso dead-set against the Germany unification. But, because
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took tremendous courage and tremendous nerve, in this situa- and that a train should be built from Moscow to Paris. Third,
free elections should be worked for, as soon as possible, andtion, from the side of the peaceful demonstrators. Lyn was

talking yesterday, about what his specific role had been in the the relation between the two states should be improved. So,
they always anticipated, or assumed, that the two-state condi-preparation for this.
tion would remain. Fourth, confederate structures in the con-
text of Europe. Sixth, the European Union should be expanded‘Beloved Germany, Continue’

Now, on Nov. 21, I wrote a letter to Kohl, again saying to the East. Eighth, the CSCE process should be continued—
that’s the Conference on Security and Economic CooperationGermany and France had to take the initiative, to develop

Poland with Western technologies, to basically develop the in Europe. Ninth, disarmament should continue. Tenth, that
German unification would remain the goal.infrastructure of Eastern Europe, as a way to bring peaceful

economic development into this chaotic situation. The same Now, that was, as I said, the first step in the direction of
German sovereignty.day, on Nov. 21, Portugalov, who was the representative of

the Central Committee of the Soviet Union, met in Bonn with
Hans Teltschik from the Chancellor’s office, and afterwards Blackmail and the Herrhausen Murder

Anyway, after this first baby step in the direction of sover-wrote in a report, that obviously, he had come to the conclu-
sion that the Soviet ideas about unification were much further eignty, two days later, on Nov. 30, Alfred Herrhausen, who

was the president of Deutsche Bank, was assassinated by adeveloped than those in Germany.
One day later, on Nov. 22, I wrote a leaflet which had the so-called “third generation” of the RAF [Red Army Faction]

(that’s the Baader-Meinhof Gang, which everybody knowsheadline: “Beloved Germany, Continue.” Which appealed to
the unbelievable emotional upheaval and elevation of the peo- was a fiction, and did not exist).

Now, one day earlier, I wrote another leaflet called “Whatple, and then said: Okay, we have to turn it into infrastructure
development of the East. 80 Million Germans Can Do as a Force for Good in the

World.” And that already assumed that with 80 million, itNow, we were the only ones who wrote leaflets at that
time. There was absolutely nobody, who had any idea what would be one country. And again, we were the absolutely only

ones who had anything to say.to do!
One day later, on Nov. 23, Kohl had the first meeting with So, Herrhausen was killed, why? Because he was the only

banker, and the only person outside of ourselves, who pro-his staff, to discuss plans for the unification—that was the
first time. On Nov. 27, Kohl wrote a letter to Mitterrand, posed a crash program for the economic development of Po-

land, using the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau [Reconstruc-telling him that the earliest possible time for a European Mon-
etary Union would be in ’92, because, if he would abandon tion Finance Agency], meaning to go outside the condition of

the IMF system. And he also demanded a debt reorganizationthe deutschemark too early, it would smash the German econ-
omy, and it would ruin all of Europe as a consequence, and of the Third World. And he was killed, as a clear warning to

the German establishment, that they should absolutely nottherefore the European Monetary Union, and the single cur-
rency, the euro, should not occur before ’92. dare to step outside of the system.

Two days later, on the Dec. 2-3, Gorbachov and BushThen, on Nov. 28, Kohl made only the very first step in
terms of German sovereignty, by announcing a famous ten- met in Malta, and, as we suspected at that time, they were

discussing ways to keep the condominium control over Eu-point program—which he did not coordinate with Bush or
Thatcher or Mitterrand—and this was a complete violation rope, over Germany, and over the world.

On Dec. 4, Lyn, while sitting in jail, wrote a beautifulof the four-power, or the three-power, Western power occupa-
tion of Germany, and it is the only time, that Germany made article how to use the German middle-level industry as a loco-

motive for this process. On Dec. 6, I wrote another letter tosuch an independent step.
Now, this ten-point program did not even propose a unifi- Kohl, about how Europe should counter the effort to keep the

U.S.-Soviet superpower control over the world, by develop-cation. It proposed a “confederation” of East and West Ger-
many. It was a meager plan, because, as I said earlier, the ing Europe into a superpower of economic progress, and pro-

posing to invite Eastern Europe to participate.government admitted that they did not have a contingency
plan, and this ten-point program was the first time this actually Then, two days later, there was in Strasbourg, the summit

of the European Union, which Kohl in his memoirs, describeswent in this direction.
Now, what were these ten points? First, emergency mea- as the “darkest hours” of his life, because, what happened?

Kohl went to Strasbourg, and he was met with the most icysures to give a new dimension to traffic between East and
West; medical care, humanitarian cooperation, to set up a atmosphere, the most unbelievable cold shoulder by every-

body else. And he was basically told that he had to agree to thefund to finance all of this. Secondly, that the West German
government would continue the cooperation with the D.D.R. European Monetary Union, give up the deutschemark right

away, or else, all of Europe would not agree to German unifi-(assuming that the D.D.R. would remain an independent
state), in the fields of economics, science, and environment, cation. At that point Henry Kissinger was warning of the new
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ence, that a system can vanish. Then, people were hopeful.
They thought they had made a peaceful revolution. Kohl,EasternGermany’s who was the prime minister at that time, had promised . . .
industrialization, and economic growth. But, obviously,UniqueExperience
this did not happen, and it did not happen because there
was the strategic decision, by Bush Sr., Margaret Thatcher,

Helga Zepp-LaRouche was the guest on EIR’s Saturday and François Mitterrand. . . . Therefore the so-called ‘re-
internet radio program “The LaRouche Show” (found at form policy’ of the IMF, Jeffrey Sachs, the ‘Polish model,’
www.larouchepub.com) on Aug. 28, in which she de- the ‘shock therapy,’ and all of these things were actually
scribed how and why the Germans in the five former East designed to prevent development of the east. And the dein-
German communist states are again leading the revolt dustrialization, which then hit east Germany, was part of
against a great injustice, as they did in 1989. this geostrategic policy.”

The Hartz IV austerity policy is hitting the five former Worse, she said, after unification, east Germans were
East German states much harder than the ten states that treated as second-class citizens. Employment opportuni-
made up the original Federal Republic of Germany, she ties for establishing “new systems, like economic systems,
explained. “Because of the geostrategic policies after ’89- legal systems, police systems, bureaucratic systems, and
’90, which affected not only East Germany, but also East- so forth,” weren’t being offered to the new citizens from
ern Europe, Russia, and so forth, you have a situation, the east; not only were there hiring preferences for west
where in the east German states, you have now 1.5 million Germans over their poor cousins from the east, but they
fewer people living than in ’89, because they moved to the were even given huge bonuses, akin to “combat pay,”
west. . . . In Saxony, there are cities where the average age called the “Bush incentive.” Therefore, she said, the east
is 60 years! Now, you can imagine if the average age is 60 Germans, rather than becoming attached to the “free-mar-
years, you have a lot of people in their 70s, and 80s, and ket economy” saw it as just another looting operation—
90s, and no youth. There’s no industry! There was a com- and furthermore, “they now see that this system is not
plete deindustrialization, which was part of the geostrate- functioning, either, and they say: ‘Okay, one system came
gic decision not to develop the East after ’89.” In Dresden, down. So, now, the second is coming down. So what? We
a centuries-old cultural mecca, there are now large pockets want to have a future for our country and our family.’ ”
of poverty, and the city is “closing 43 schools this Summer Therefore, the perception of the economic collapse,
. . . because they have no children any more.” and the compulsion to act is “a completely different phe-

nomenon” for Germans in the eastern states, she said. “It
When a System Comes Down has developed a self-moving dimension, which does not

“But, after the people of East Germany had gone need to be fueled, because it is moving. And nothing in the
through this experience—well, it is quite a lifetime experi- universe will put that genie back in the bottle.”

German danger; [then-Soviet Foreign Minister] She- for mankind]. I haven’t found an English word yet—it’s like,
when the Christ child was born, the story goes that a cometvardnadze was raving against the ten-point program of Kohl.

And Kohl was completely smashed by the combination of appeared in the sky, in the heavens, and this is called a “Stern-
stunde,” where a new age appears: something unbelievable,Soviet-European-American opposition to the idea of a Ger-

man unification. and everything would have been possible. People were better
people for a short period of time.All right. Then, on Dec. 19, Kohl went for the first time

to Dresden. And there, he was received by jubilant masses On the German TV, on Christmas 1989, you had two
times, Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony—normally peoplewelcoming him, and that, according to his own account, was

the first time that he realized, that German unification was would complain, you know, “Two times the Ninth Sym-
phony, ugh, why do you have a repetition?” But not so: Youabsolutely in the air, and not to be postponed any longer.
had people longing for great Classical culture. One Ninth
Symphony was conducted by the Leipzig conductor KurtStar-Struck Moment for Mankind

So then, at the year end, Christmas/New Year ’89-’90, Mazur, and the other one was conducted by Leonard Bern-
stein, but people wanted to have great Classical music, andthis was actually an unbelievable moment, because the people

in the East, and the people in the West, were elevated, like I everything would have been possible! Because, if you had
had a government with a vision, what to do, you could havehave never seen in my life ever since, or before: It was truly a

“Sternstunde der Menschheit” [roughly: a star-struck moment changed the East-West relationship completely, and ended
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a 20th-Century misery which had two world wars, Nazism, nately, he did neither: He didn’t take the Productive Triangle,
and he didn’t go with the cultural Renaissance. But, whatand so forth, and you could have made a new peace or-

der, entirely. happened instead, people opened up porno stores, video
stores, and basically, very quickly in the context of the ongo-
ing year, the historical chance dwindled and dwindled.LaRouche’s European Productive Triangle

Now, at that point, with all the input from Lyn, we were Now, on Aug. 21, I sent an EIR study of several hundred
pages to Kohl, because by that time, we had elaborated theworking on this idea of the Productive Triangle. And by mid-

January, we had the first pamphlet out—I don’t know how program very much. And basically in the same letter, I
warned Kohl, that the Anglo-Americans, and British and themany pages, maybe 30, 40 pages—with this idea of the Paris-

Berlin-Vienna Productive Triangle: which was the idea to American government, were preparing a new war in the
Gulf—the old Gulf War. So, we warned half a year beforetake the area within this triangle, which was the most produc-

tive triangle in the world, with the highest level of industry, the Gulf War happened, that it would happen for geostrategic
reasons, and we also said, that the only way, how you couldand increase the productivity by investing into high technol-

ogy, vanguard technologies, maglev trains, HTR reactors, prevent this war from occurring would be that the Europeans
would denounce it, and basically say, that this is a geopoliti-biophysics, and other modern technologies, to increase the

productivity, to use this triangle as a science-driver for the cal effort to take the historical momentum away from Ger-
many, and basically have a military alliance as a controleconomy of Europe in general. And then, to take so-called

“development infrastructure corridors” from Berlin to mechanism.
Unfortunately, they did not pay attention. The Gulf WarWarsaw, to Kiev, to the Balkans, and to basically make a kind

of a Marshall Plan for the East. (Even though we didn’t use happened. But, I sent the same study to all the ministers, and
I got several answers back from them.the word “Marshall Plan,” because Marshall was not such a

great guy, but the idea was on the table.) Then, on Oct. 3, 1990, German unification happened. But,
we kept organizing: In October, I went for the first time toSo, at that point, it would have been very easy to do that.

And the difference was, that we said, and Lyn said, “Let’s Budapest, in Hungary, being invited by the Hungarian pris-
oner organization, which invited me, because Lyn was re-not destroy the economies of the East, but let’s use those

industries, which may be obsolete from the standpoint of the garded to be a political prisoner of the United States. And
there, I presented the program of the Productive Triangle,word ‘market,’ but which are perfectly fine industrial capaci-

ties, and every Third World country would have been very, and then, on subsequent visits, also in Warsaw, in Prague,
in Slovakia, and then later on in Ukraine, and Russia, andvery happy to have them.” Because, if you take the East Ger-

man, or Polish, or Hungarian industries, and you put them so forth.
All these presentations, and really literally hundreds ofinto Africa, or most places in Asia and Latin America, they

would have been very, very happy to have them. They were seminars and conferences for the Productive Triangle, natu-
rally, were always combined with efforts to get VIPs, primejust not modern enough from the standpoint of the world

market. But, our idea was to use them to build up the infra- ministers, parliamentarians, to intervene for Lyn’s freedom.
And in this period, we gathered thousands of VIP signatures,structure in the East.

Okay, that was mid-January. The same day we put out the which were basically then sent—especially after Clinton
came to office—to the White House, with the idea that youprogram, the Stasi headquarters—the East German equiva-

lent of the FBI headquarters—was stormed by the people. would mobilize, like in the case of Mandela, a worldwide
movement of people demanding the freedom of Lyn.And so, the D.D.R. regime still existed, but they became

weaker. Okay, so we did this. But, then, in 1991 the Soviet
Union collapsed.End of January, Margaret Thatcher escalated the Fourth

Reich campaign, and basically everything was still in limbo.
On Feb. 7, I wrote another letter to Kohl, sending him this Not Growth, But Free-Market Looting

In April ’91, Rohwedder, who was the head of Treuhand,Productive Triangle proposal, and one week later, I sent him
a cultural program, by telling him, that now was the time to the organization which was dealing with the industries in

East Germany, was assassinated, like Herrhausen. And, thenot only have an economic development program for the East,
but to combine it with the great German Classical period, and Productive Triangle was not implemented, but instead, you

had the implementation of the IMF shock therapy, Polish-have a “Schillerzeit” (“Schiller Time”), and that only in way,
this historical moment could be used. model, Jeffrey Sachs, dismantling of the industries of the

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. And, under the so-calledOn Feb. 19, [U.S. civil rights heroine and Schiller Institute
Vice President] Amelia Boynton Robinson went to the Mon- control of the Yeltsin clan, the “oligarchs” took over: They

stole the oil, and other resources of the Soviet Union. And itday demonstration in Leipzig and addressed more than
50,000 people. was also clear, that it was the entire intention of the United

States government—at least of the old Bush crowd, andOn March 7, I wrote still another letter to Kohl, elaborat-
ing on the need to have a Classical Renaissance. Unfortu- Thatcher and these people—to turn the Soviet Union into
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a Third World country of only raw-material producing: To absolute ferment, because, in the East, people have no sympa-
thy with this system, because they feel that they have beendismantle the industry, turn it into a Third World country.

Because, it was the assessment at that time, that the Soviet completely cheated; and, even if they don’t want to have the
D.D.R. back, many, many people say that which they haveUnion had more raw materials and better-skilled labor force

than the United States. And, if they would be allowed to now, is worse than even the worst periods of the D.D.R. And,
these people are not nostalgic, they just feel that there is no-develop, an opponent on the world market would appear,

which would be a rival to the idea of the United States, and body home, who cares!
So, the first Monday demonstration we had in Leipzig,therefore it should be discouraged.

But, remember, this was the same period in which the neo- there were six people outside of ourselves. The second week,
there were 30 people; the third week, 120 people; the fourthcons, Cheney and Rumsfeld, already presented their plans for

a world empire, using the occasion of the collapse of the week, 200 people. And last Monday [Aug. 9], there were, all
of a sudden, in all of Germany, 50,000 people demonstratingSoviet Union, to move, without any reason, to turn the United

States from a republic into an empire, which, as you know, in 30 cities! A complete explosion had occurred. Pandemo-
nium broke out in Berlin and other places, where the Eco-was not going through at that time completely, but those plans

were already there. nomic Minister Clement came out saying, “These demonstra-
tions have to stop right away. This cannot happen” (whichSo, at that point, I made many speeches and wrote many

leaflets, in which I warned, that if the mistake would be made naturally only encouraged people, all the more). And it took
only from the July 7, and the first leaflet, to Aug. 11, beforeby the West, to impose on the bankrupt system of the Commu-

nist economies, the equally bankrupt system of the free-mar- the Schröder government announced that they are adjusting
the Hartz IV legislation, and that they make some conces-ket economy, that, in a couple of year, in some years, a col-

lapse would happen much greater than even the collapse of sions—which are minor and ridiculous, but at least, we caused
the government to change!the Soviet Union.

Well, they did exactly that: They imposed on the bankrupt And obviously, these demonstrations will continue, until
more changes are occurring.Communist system, the equally bankrupt free-market model.

And, therefore, you have, today, in 2004, a situation where, So, therefore, what is happening in Leipzig, and in
Dresden, and Plauen, and other places, is actually the bill isindeed, what we predicted, came true: Namely that the free-

market economic system is as bankrupt as the D.D.R. was coming due, and the continuation of the “lost chance of ’89.”
But, this time, we will apply the lesson, and make sure thatin ’89.

Okay: So, that is the context in which the German govern- what caused the “chance of ’89” to be a lost chance, is not
going to be repeated: This time, we intend to win. This time,ment is about to repeat the same stupidity like the German

government’s bid in the 1930s, with the austerity policy of we intend to implement the Productive Triangle, the Eurasian
Land-Bridge, and combine it with a beautiful Renaissance ofBrüning. And, you know, when the famous effort of Hartz

IV, this is the legislation which is supposed to turn long- European and German Classical culture, of Bach. Many of
these great composers and thinkers come from Saxony! Les-term unemployed into poor people, by forcing people to sell

everything they possess, from possessions, to insurance for sing, Bach, Leibniz lived there, Friedrich List, Mendelssohn,
and many others.their old age, before they receive a single euro in any unem-

ployment money—which in any case, is only 331 euros in So, we have started this Renaissance already, and there’s
no better way to get it across to the people, than throughthe East—and it threatens to throw millions of people into

complete poverty! the beautiful bel canto-trained voices of the LYM, which
already have taken the hearts and moved the souls of
many people.LYM Seizing the New Opportunity

Now, on July 7, 2004, I wrote a leaflet called, “In Sachsen So, we are in a very fascinating, very happy, very revolu-
tionary moment, and I’m now turning the word over to Daniel,muß die Wirtschaft wachsen,” “In Saxony must the economy

grow,” you know, which is a rhyme—“Sachsen/wachsen” Portia, and whoever else is on the phone.
rhymes. And developing, basically, the need to reject this
Hartz IV legislation and go for an industrialization process in-
stead. WEEKLY INTERNET

So, for about two weeks, the LYM people were the only AUDIO TALK SHOW
ones, who distributed that leaflet, all over Saxony. We started
the Monday demonstration, because everybody else was on The LaRouche Show
vacation: We called the trade unions, we called the parties,

EVERY SATURDAYand everybody was on holiday, and not there. But, after about
two good weeks, people realized that we had, indeed, hit a 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
completely raw nerve. And, so people started to say: Wait a http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
second—we cannot let the Büso and the LYM take over this
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